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Detailed explanation stanza wise.
Stanza 1
In the first stanza the speaker begins by asking a question( How do 
you……)? This question ,and the lines that follows, makes it clear that the 
speaker is like a small child who asks a question about swinging up in the 
air. The speaker wants to know that  what is the pleasant thing a child 
could do. There is nothing else that brings pleasure than the freedom of 
flying on a swing.

Stanza  2
Here, the speaker is imagining the best moments they have had on the 
swing and the joy they rose so high that they  could see “over the wall.” 
When the child swings this high then they are able to see so wide. 

Stanza 3
In the last stanza the speaker highlights on how the child has risen up to 
see over the wall, and then as the swing starts to fall they look down and 
see the green garden. The swing is in the garden and it is the garden wall 
the child is looking over. On the way back the child  also sees the roof 
which is brown in colour. The speaker tries to explain the fun and 
pleasure a child is having on the swing.    



Summary of the poem

• The poem begins with 
the speaker asking the 
listener that how much 
they like to swing up 
high in the air. This is a 
rhetorical (inquiring) 
question, as seen by the 
speaker’s quick 
response. They love it 
more than anything and 
think it’s the best thing 
a child could spend 
their time doing.



Words to learn

• swing

• cattle

• countryside

• flying

• roof

• pleasantest



Word Meaning

• pleasantest    - happiest

• wide              - (here) far

• garden green – leaves, grass and trees in the     
garden

• roof so brown- a roof made of wood



I. Question/ Answer

Q1. What is the pleasantest thing a child can do?

Ans1. The pleasantest thing a child can do is 
going up high in a swing.

Q2. What can the child can see in the country 
side?

Ans.2 The child can see the river, trees and cattle 
in the country side.



II. Answer the following questions with reference to context.
1. Oh, I do think it the pleasantest thing , Ever a child can do!
a. What is the ‘pleasantest thing’?
Ans. The pleasantest thing is going up in the air in a swing.
b. Who is the speaker of the poem?
Ans. The speaker of the poem is a child who loves to swing.
2. Till I look down on the garden green, Down on the roof so 

brown -
a. What does the speaker mean by ‘roof so brown’?
Ans. Roof so brown means the roof is made of wood.
b. What does the speaker see from the swing?
Ans. The speaker sees the rivers, trees and cattle.




